Performance evaluation of polycrystalline photovoltaic modules in a Guinea Savanna and Mangrove swamp
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Abstract
This central idea of this research is to investigate how voltage, current, power output and efficiency of polycrystalline photovoltaic (PV) modules installed in a Guinea Savanna and Mangrove Swamp is affected by temperature, relative humidity and irradiance. The study locations are Calabar (mangrove swamp) and Ogoja (guinea savanna), in Cross River State, Nigeria. Two polycrystalline PV modules of exact specification mounted on a platform one-metre-high above the ground were used. A digital solar power meter (SM206) and a digital solar flux meter (MS 6616) was used to monitor and measure solar power and solar flux reaching the PV modules. A digital hygrometer and thermometer (KT-908) were used to monitor and measure the relative humidity and ambient temperature level at the height of installation and a digital multimeter (M880C+) accompanied with a temperature sensor was used to monitor voltage, current and panel temperature values from the modules. Analysis of the collected data reveals that the efficiency of the modules were not constant throughout the day. However, a higher voltage production and efficiency level was obtained for the PV module installed in Ogoja than that installed in Calabar under their respective levels of relative humidity, temperature and irradiance.
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1. Introduction
The supply of grid electricity in Nigeria is epileptic [1] and this is not unconnected to the dwindling Nigerian economy. The alternative energy source, the generator, makes use of fossil fuel which is costly and whose by-product is hazardous to the environment. To sustain our energy needs, coupled with the surge for a renewable clean and reliable source of energy, solar energy research and utilization has become very important [2-9].

However, solar energy accessibility is influenced by meteorological conditions which regularly vary with time, season and location. Solar radiation striking a target or passing through a transmitting medium is mostly reflected and assimilated, while the rest is transmitted [10]. It is reduced and weakened as it navigates the layers of the atmosphere, keeping a large segment of it from arriving at the surface of the earth. Inside the Earth's atmosphere, scattering is the dominant process that results in attenuation.

Since the photovoltaic system is mainly useful during the day, then the problem is to identify and create a photovoltaic system that is capable of converting and storing enough electrical energy during the day for use at night and this has been investigated by many researchers [11-21].
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This work is aimed at determining how the efficiency of a polycrystalline photovoltaic modules in two specific locations in Cross River State is affected by different climatic and geographical parameters.

1.1. Locations of Study
In this study, two locations, Calabar and Ogoja, have been chosen for the investigation, both located in Cross River State, Nigeria.

1.2. Calabar
Calabar, the capital of Cross River State, located in the southern part of Nigeria, experiences a rare type of climate known as the tropical monsoon climate. Calabar is on Latitude 4°57'06''N and longitude 8°19'19''E at an elevation of 32m above sea level. It experiences precipitations almost throughout the whole year except in the core months of the dry season which occurs in two short periods of January to March and October to December during a calendar year [22]. But the location selected for this study is on Latitude 4.9°N and Longitude 8.3°E, about 400 metres from Ekpo Abasi roundabout.

Figure 1 Map of study location in Calabar

1.3. Ogoja
The warmest month, on average, is March with an average temperature of 84.2°F (29°C). The coolest month on average is July, with an average temperature of 77.9°F (25.5°C). Its mean relative humidity is 76% and the annual wind speed is 3.68m/s [23]. But the location selected for this study is the Cross River University of Technology (CRUTECH) campus, at Ogoja, which is along Mbube road with bearing of Latitude 6.6°N and longitude 8.7°E.

Figure 2 Map of study location in Ogoja
2. Methodology

Materials used for this research are a digital solar power meter (SM206) and a digital solar flux meter (MS 6616) to monitor and measure solar power and solar flux reaching the PV modules. A digital hygrometer and thermometer (KT908) was used to monitor and measure the relative humidity and ambient temperature level at the height of installation. A digital multimeter (M880C+) accompanied with a temperature sensor, to monitor voltage, current and panel temperature values from the modules.

Two polycrystalline PV modules of exact specification mounted on a platform one-metre-high above the ground were used. The manufacturer’s (Yingli Solar YS130) technical specifications were given at standard test condition of solar radiation (1000W/m²), temperature (25°C) and air mass (1.5). They are:

- Power output at Peak Power – 130W
- Voltage at Peak Power – 17.5V
- Current at Peak Power – 7.42A
- Open Circuit Voltage – 22.05V
- Short Circuit Current – 8.31A
- Module Efficiency – 18.5%
- Surface Area of Module – 0.98m²

Connecting cables ran from the output terminals of the solar panels to a switch which led to the charge controller. The charge controller output was linked to the battery to assure smooth charging of the battery, and from the battery the load was powered through an inverter. In both locations of study, measurements were taken at an interval of 30 minutes from 6.00am to 6.00pm for a period of 31 days in the month of July.

From the readings obtained, the power from the solar panel was determined using (1), the maximum power that the solar panel can give out was ascertained using (2), while the normalized power output efficiency was calculated using (3) as shown by [24]. It has been shown by [12] that the efficiency of a photovoltaic module can be determined using (4). [24] also show that the short circuit current and the open circuit voltage are been influenced by parameters like solar power and temperature as indicated in (5) and (6).

2.1. Measured Power

\[ P_{\text{mea}} = V_{\text{mea}} \times I_{\text{mea}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

2.2. Maximum Power

\[ P_{\text{max}} = V_{\text{max}} \times I_{\text{max}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

2.3. Efficiency (Normalized power output)

\[ \eta_p = \frac{P_{\text{mea}}}{P_{\text{max}}} \times 100 \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

2.4. Module efficiency

\[ \eta_{\text{mod}} = \frac{\text{Power of solar panel} \times 100\%}{\text{Area of solar panel} \times 1000W/m^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

2.5. Short circuit current

\[ I_{\text{sc}} = bH \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

2.6. Open circuit voltage

\[ V_{\text{oc}} = \frac{KT}{Q} \ln \frac{I_{\text{sc}}}{I_0} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)
Where $P_{\text{mea}}$, $V_{\text{mea}}$ and $I_{\text{mea}}$ are the measured power, voltage and current respectively. $I_s$ is the current at saturation point, $Q$ is the charge of an electron, $K$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the absolute temperature in kelvin, $H$ is the intensity of light incident on the solar cell and $b$ is a constant that strongly depends on the semiconductor junction properties.

The experimental layout of how the photovoltaic module was installed in both locations is presented in Figure 6.

![Figure 3 Experimental layout](image)

**3. Results and discussion**

Figure 4 shows the effect of relative humidity on the voltage produced by the photovoltaic modules at both locations.

![Figure 4 Graph of voltage against relative humidity](image)
Figure 5 Graph of current against relative humidity

Figure 6 Graph of power against relative humidity

Figure 7 Graph of efficiency against relative humidity
Figure 8 Graph of voltage against panel temperature

Figure 9 Graph of current against panel temperature

Figure 10 Graph of power against panel temperature
Figure 11 Graph of efficiency against panel temperature

Figure 12 Graph of voltage against irradiance

Figure 13 Graph of current against irradiance
Figure 14 Graph of power against irradiance

Figure 15 Graph of efficiency against irradiance

Figure 16 Graph of efficiency against time of day for the photovoltaic modules at both locations
From the graph it can be seen that for the PV module installed in Calabar, the voltage output remains fairly stable between 64% to 87% relative humidity, while above 87%, the voltage begins to drop significantly to zero. For the PV module at Ogoja the voltage output was also fairly stable, but the stability is between 32% to 56% relative humidity, while above 57% the voltage begins to drop to zero which leads to the conclusion that an increase in relative humidity leads to a decrease in voltage. Figure 4 also reveal that the PV module installed at Ogoja performs better than the one in Calabar which gives us an insight that the humidity condition at Ogoja favours the generation of voltage from photovoltaics.

Figure 5 to Figure 7 shows that high relative humidity significantly affects current, power and efficiency of the photovoltaic modules respectively. The graphs reveal that a decrease in relative humidity leads to an increase in the current, power as well as efficiency, which suggest that a linear relationship might exist between relative humidity and current, power and also relative humidity and efficiency produced by photovoltaics. Figure 5 to Figure 7 shows the PV module in Calabar producing higher current which led to higher power as well as efficiency than the other at Ogoja which gives a clue that the relative humidity level in Calabar may be ideal for the generation of electricity via photovoltaics. Results displays by Figure 4 to 7 agrees with work by [12].

Figure 8 which agree with work by [6] shows the modules voltage with temperature. For the PV module installed in Calabar, it can be seen that at temperature between 34 °C to 40 °C, the module voltage remains fairly constant, while above 40 °C the voltage begins to drop, giving an insight that high module temperature does not favour voltage performance of photovoltaics. Whereas the voltage performance of the other PV module located at Ogoja displays erratic behaviour which further reveals that high temperature adversely hinders voltage production from photovoltaics.

Figure 9 displays the effect of temperature on the current produced by the photovoltaic modules. The graph shows that current increases linearly as the panel temperature increases.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 depicts the effect of panel temperature on the power and efficiency of the photovoltaic modules respectively. Both figures reveal that the power and efficiency of the PV modules increases as panel temperature increases, but the increase in power and efficiency as panel temperature increases is only up to the maximum operating cell temperature beyond which the power and efficiency begins to drop. Figure 9 and Figure 11 also agree with the work by [6].

Figure 12 shows how the photovoltaic modules installed at the different locations responds to increasing amount of solar power received from the sun. For the module installed in Calabar, it is observed that above an irradiance of 200W/m² the voltage output remains fairly constant irrespective of the amount of solar power received. While for the PV module at Ogoja, poor stability in voltage was observed above an irradiance of 280W/m². Irrespective of the different level of irradiance that revealed their voltage stability, both plots displayed the same shape of graph and the PV module at Ogoja showed better performance in terms of voltage production.

The effects of irradiance on current, power and efficiency of the photovoltaic module can be seen in Figures 13, 14 and 15 respectively. The graphs show that high level of irradiance favours an increase in current, power and efficiency, showing that linear relationships exist between irradiance and current, power and also irradiance and efficiency. Figures 12 to 15 perfectly agrees with studies by [25].

Figure 16 reveals the level of efficiency reached by the photovoltaic module installed at both locations. Form the graph it can be seen that at almost every time of the day, the photovoltaic module installed at Ogoja is at a higher level of efficiency than the one installed in Calabar. The figure further reveal that the efficiencies of the modules are not constant throughout the day as there will be rise and fall in the efficiencies. Furthermore, for photovoltaics installed in Calabar the maximum peak in efficiency should be expected around 12:00pm, while for those at Ogoja triple peaks in efficiencies should be expected between 12:00pm and 2:30pm.

4. Conclusion

Performance evaluation of polycrystalline PV modules in a Guinea Savanna and Mangrove Swamp has been investigated and analyzed. Results show that PV modules are most efficient in location with high level of irradiance coupled with low relative humidity and favorable ambient temperature range. Calabar is 32metres above sea level while Ogoja is 85metres above sea level, and this significant difference in altitude is among the key factors that enabled the photovoltaic module installed at Ogoja to outperform the module installed in Calabar. Due to the triple peaks in efficiency, coupled with the fact that at every time in the day the level of efficiency reached by the PV module at Ogoja
is higher than that in Calabar, leads to the conclusion that for the month in which study was conducted the weather condition of Ogoja is more favorable for the generation of electricity via photovoltaic technology.

To confirm and ascertain if Ogoja is favorable for the generation of electricity over Calabar by using photovoltaic technology, this research should be carried out for a duration of one year.
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